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Head of Fineblanking Technology 

Knut Zimmer (left) and Norbert 

Indlekofer are firmly focused on 

Feintool’s success.

Dear Reader,

There’s a saying that goes: You don’t just stay a market leader, you have to 

keep becoming one. Feintool is well aware of the changes currently taking 

place within the industry, be it through digitization or through trends like 

electromobility and lightweight construction. What’s really important, though, 

is that we see these changes primarily as a major opportunity to develop the 

company further. Our claim “Expanding Horizons” is more than a slogan – it’s 

our daily objective, both in press construction and in the development of new 

tool concepts and the utilization of new materials for fineblanking.  

You can see selected examples of that in this issue: First and foremost, we 

introduce our new FB one fineblanking press, which takes the technology of 

fineblanking to a new level. The FB one uses almost 50 percent less oil than 

previous series, consumes up to a third less energy, offers a higher number 

of strokes, saves space, and is really easy to operate (p. 10). The demonstra-

tion model is at the Feintool Technology Center in Jona (p. 20). Come and 

take a look and let yourself be inspired. Meanwhile, our materials specialists 

in Lyss have joined forces with scientists at ETH Zurich to explore the possi-

bilities of fineblanking using the influence of temperature (p. 24). The aim is 

to apply this for economical fineblanking, even for materials like high-tensile 

steels or titanium. The development is ongoing, meaning longstanding cus-

tomers worldwide, such as Bosch Transmission in the Dutch town of Tilburg 

(p. 16) or Indian automotive supplier TIDC (p. 18), will in future continue to be 

able to work with fineblanking technology that helps them to explore ever 

new horizons.

I hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Kind regards,

HORIZONS 2018
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Feintool has acquired the German company Stanz- und 

LaserTechnik Jessen GmbH. By integrating the medum-sized 

specialist in electro sheet metal punching, Feintool is expanding 

its strategic business areas of fineblanking and forming to 

include the complementary fields of punching and laser cutting. 

This way, Feintool is consistently staying its course of technolo-

gy management in fineblanking, forming and punching, while 

adding a further technological pillar with the area of electro 

sheet metal punching. The complementary product ranges of 

the two companies enable Feintool to leverage the potential in 

the development of electromobility to optimal effect, whereby 

one important example is the growing market for electro sheet 

metal punching and electric motor components in Europe, the 

United States and Asia. Hence, with this acquisition Feintool is 

consolidating its position as an automotive supplier and offering 

its customers global solutions for both hybrid and internal 

combustion engines, in addition to electric vehicles. “We are 

thus making substantial investments in the e-mobility market, 

which is set to become ever more important in the long term,” 

says Knut Zimmer, CEO of Feintool. All of the approximately 200 

employees at the two plants belonging to the Jessen-based 

company in the German state of Saxony-Anhalt will be taken on 

by Feintool.  

DIGITAL MEMORY IS GROWING

FEINTOOL INVESTS  
IN E-MOBILITY

Three years ago, Feintool introduced a system for predictive mainte-

nance of fineblanking presses, known as FEINmonitoring. The concept 

involves sensors that permanently capture data relating to power consump-

tion, temperature or oil purity, for example. This data is transmitted to Feintool 

via the mobile phone network and then analyzed. By identifying deviations and 

changes in the ideal values, the fineblanking experts can make subsequent 

recommendations for maintenance, as well as optimize press operation. 

“Seventy presses operated by ten different customers are now online,” says 

Fabrice Seite, Head of Global Services at Feintool. “This service makes Fein-

tool a pioneer in terms of Industry 4.0,” he adds. After all, the solution benefits 

all those involved: The more data gathered, the more significant the findings 

available to Feintool for the optimization of existing series and the develop-

ment of new presses, while Feintool customers, for their part, are able to boost 

plant availability and cut maintenance costs. “Those who have used it so far 

have been really pleased,” says Seite. At an exclusive round-table discus-

sion at Euroblech on October 26, they will report back on their experi-

ences with FEINmonitoring. 

A MILESTONE IN PRESS CONSTRUCTION

04   NEWS

At the modernized Feintool production site in the 

Swiss town of Jona, a milestone has been reached 

in press construction: Starting November 2018, the 

team will begin construction of the 50th XFT 2500speed. 

Since the very first press of the 2500speed series was 

delivered in 2011, the press has proven itself worldwide 

over the past few years and is used by Feintool customers 

in Europe, Canada, the United States, Korea and Vietnam. 

The experiences gained from operation and from the 

construction of all the previous presses flow into each new 

one. Furthermore, the Press Competence Center in Jona 

has recently been thoroughly modernized. Thanks to lean 

manufacturing, a press can be delivered within six to 

seven months from receipt of an order, while a high de-

gree of standardization means there is also sufficient time 

to take customer specifications into account during con-

struction. At the same time, the highly trained Feintool 

press builders guarantee the utmost quality and compe-

tence. You can read more about the modernized Press 

Competence Center in Jona on page 20. 

An increase of 18 percent in plant output was 

achieved by one Feintool customer through the use of 

FEINmonitoring and the SMARTmaintenance service 

linked to this. The system recognizes possible problems 

with parts subject to wear and tear early on, and in the 

worst-case scenario, Feintool service technicians come  

to change these preventively and on their own initiative.

Made in Jessen: Stator packages made of electro sheet metal for 

electric motors.
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Anytime, anywhere: Thanks to the new online presence on Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and the 

Feintool blog, customers and users can now discover more about technologies, projects and 

background stories at Feintool.

Research projects, technological develop-

ments and industry trends related firsthand 

are now a matter of course. In the new 

Feintool blog, employees from various areas 

and guest authors share their knowledge of 

innovative solutions, new developments 

and current topics. The posts there always 

reflect the personal experience and opin-

ions of the bloggers themselves, and readers 

can find stories about customers and part-

ner projects, as well as trends relating to the 

automotive industry. The reading material 

already posted includes articles on the 

FEINmonitoring analysis service, as well as 

the FEM simulation (which predicts stress, 

processes and strains in various phases be-

fore the construction of fineblanking tools), 

the international Arbeitskreis Feinschnei-

den, the future scenario of thermofineb-

lanking, the neglected success factor that is 

“interaction between tool and press,” and 

modern developments in fineblanking oil. 

There is also coverage of the themes of form-

ing and the technical specifications of the 

new Feintool FB one generation of presses 

in the specialist blog with supplementary 

information for interested parties. In future 

blog articles, Feintool experts will also 

 explain everything you need to know about 

the technologies of punching and laser 

cutting. 

True to the motto “Expanding Horizons,” 

Feintool not only aims to expand the hori-

zons for interested parties, but also to learn 

more itself through feedback and dialog. So 

get in touch with us! Via social media if you 

prefer. Feintool continually posts news on 

Twitter and LinkedIn, and on YouTube you 

can find videos on customer solutions, 

high-precision technology and successful 

teams.

Make use of the benefits these channels of-

fer: As subscribers, interested parties can 

see the latest news on Feintool and can put 

questions and suggestions directly to the 

company.  <

FEINTOOL 2.0

Share our passion  
for high-precision  
technology.  

Blog:  

blog.feintool.com

LinkedIn:  

“Feintool” company page 

linkedin.com/company/feintool-group

Twitter:  

@Feintool 

twitter.com/Feintool

YouTube: 

“Feintool” channel 

youtube.com/user/FeintoolGroup

Followers, likes, shares and comments are  

all welcome 
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Knut Zimmer, you and Norbert Indlekofer – alongside the 

other members of the Board of Directors, of course – now 

head up Feintool as two new executives. Are you still getting 

to know one another or do you already feel like old friends? 

Knut Zimmer: We actually only met personally through our 

work for Feintool, although I had already seen Norbert 

Indlekofer at a few presentations. When our Chairman of 

the Board of Directors, Alexander von Witzleben, in-

formed me that he had been appointed to the Board, my 

first thought was: He’s the perfect fit! 

Mr. Indlekofer, it appears to be a great fit for you too… 

Norbert Indlekofer: Yes, we both share a strong technical 

affinity, but we complement each other with our different 

perspectives. Knut Zimmer studied business and spent 25 

years in the automotive sector, while I, on the other hand, 

am a full-blooded engineer with more than 30 years’ ex-

perience in drivetrains. Both of these are the perfect pre-

requisites to ensure Feintool maintains its leading posi-

tion and develops further.

What can customers expect from the CEO going forward?

Zimmer: They can expect to see us continue to orient the 

company strongly towards them – both geographically 

and technologically. That means we are expanding our 

capacities in the markets where they are recording their 

strongest growth, and right now this primarily means 

China. In addition, we are tapping into new applications 

for fineblanking in hybrid and electric motors and ex-

panding our portfolio with associated technologies. Just 

this summer we acquired the German company Stanz- 

und Laser- Technik Jessen GmbH. Alongside fineblanking 

and forming, punching of electro sheet metal is now the 

third technology in our portfolio. All this will ensure that 

we will remain an important, reliable, and innovative 

partner to our customers in future.

You’re no strangers to acquisitions and the integration of 

new technologies: As manager of the Obertshausen site, 

you established forming in the group and rolled it out 

worldwide. What plans do you have for the third pillar of 

punching?

Zimmer: Following the acquisition of forming specialist 

Herzing & Schroth in 2012, I was involved in implement-

ing the technology, first in Europe and North America and 

most recently in China. However, we are continuing to 

work on incorporating new processes relating to fine- 

blanking and forming into our offering. This vertical inte-

gration is something we want to drive forward consis- 

tently, along with punching, over the coming years. The 

important thing is that we are not shifting away from fine-

blanking and forming, but rather supplementing these 

Knut Zimmer, CEO of Feintool, and Norbert Indlekofer,  

former Chairman of the Board at Schaeffler AG and a new member  

of Feintool’s Board of Directors, take a look back at a combined total  

of more than 50 years’ industry experience – the ideal prerequisites  

for leading Feintool towards new challenges and markets.    

Interview: Marcel Berndt   Photos: Jeroen Seyffer

“WE ARE  

AN INNOVATIVE 

 PARTNER”

HORIZONS 2018
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technologies. Just as the possibilities in the drivetrain are 

becoming ever more diverse, our options become more 

varied too. In the production of hybrid vehicles, for exam-

ple, forming and fineblanking will remain indispensable 

technologies, but at the same time, we also want to pro-

cess sheet metal for the area of electromobility – and 

punching is perfectly suited to this.

This is a good time for the industry. In global automotive 

production, all the signs point towards growth. How is Fein-

tool benefiting from this?

Indlekofer: The growth driver is Asia, so Feintool is invest-

ing strongly in China in order to participate in this growth. 

In the established markets too, though, increasing auto-

mation of drivetrains is creating further potential.

Zimmer: The growing volumes will undoubtedly take the 

automotive industry to the limits of its capacities. We are 

therefore making substantial investments in expanding 

our own capacities – most recently at the Tianjin site in 

China. At the same time, though, we also have high pro-

duction volumes in Europe and in the USA. It is here 

Knut Zimmer (left) and Norbert Indlekofer see punching of electric sheet metal as an important addition to fineblanking and forming.

>
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and there is no alternative to sheet metal 

work here. I truly believe, and have found 

from experience, that if it really needs to be 

economical and the outputs are correspond-

ingly high, then sheet metal is the best con-

struction element. In electromobility there 

are a whole lot of rotationally symmetrical 

and even parts that lend themselves to sheet 

metal work. 

Zimmer: Even in fuel cells, there are many 

identically constructed parts – bipolar 

plates, for example, the production of which 

places great demands on our precise fine- 

blanking and forming technology. We set 

ourselves the goal of developing a technical 

solution here in order to be able to process 

these very thin, almost foil-like metals, in-

dustrially. Here our technologies could be-

come crucial when it comes to dealing with 

cost pressures. 

Another trend is “shared mobility”. Experts 

presume that from 2030 there will actually be 

fewer rather than more vehicles produced, 

because many people will no longer buy a car 

of their own. How do you aim to accommodate 

this development?

Zimmer: Feintool has various ways of ap-

proaching it: First, we are increasingly tap-

ping into further components for our tech-

nologies. Currently up to 200 Feintool com-

ponents are incorporated in a car – and this 

figure could be a lot higher. Secondly, vehi-

cles used as part of shared mobility schemes 

are subject to much more wear and tear and 

therefore have to be replaced more quickly, 

which will help to balance out the volumes.

Indlekofer: There will be a compensation ef-

fect. The vehicles will notch up much more 

mileage each year. This means the expected 

that more additional fineblanked compo-

nents in vehicles will lead to increased net 

sales, rather than in simple vehicle quanti-

ties, like in Asia. 

These are undoubtedly dynamic times. Mr. In-

dlekofer, how do you aim to support Feintool 

here as a member of the Board of Directors?

Indlekofer: The challenges Feintool is facing 

right now are things I have been dealing with 

throughout my entire career. I was involved 

in the development of the drivetrains, but 

also in the production and the application of 

important components. To this extent, I can 

provide advice to Feintool on the develop-

ment of existing technologies and the ex-

ploitation of new ones. This also applies to 

growth in new markets. Here, I have had in-

ternational experience in industrialization, 

and I’m familiar with the challenges that can 

arise when it comes to, for example, recruit-

ing, training, material procurement, or 

choosing equipment. Naturally Feintool is 

very experienced here too, but it’s good 

when external ideas are also brought in.

And what are your ideas, for example, in the 

area of electromobility?

Zimmer: Fineblanking and forming are al-

ready playing a significant role both for hy-

brid and electric motors – and that’s some-

thing we’ll build on in future.

Indlekofer: I see it just as positive. The cost 

pressure is increasing. Precisely because the 

manufacturers of both – by this I mean inter-

nal combustion engines and hybrid or purely 

electric motors – want to develop further, 

they have high outlays. Nevertheless, pur-

chasers of vehicles are not willing to pay 

more to the same extent. This means that 

there is a lot of pressure to make savings, 

The Person

KNUT ZIMMER  

has been CEO of the Feintool Group and head 

of the System Parts segment since January 

2018. Previously, the business economist 

was responsible for the System Parts Europe 

business unit. Zimmer joined Feintool in 

2012 as General Manager of Herzing & 

Schroth GmbH, taking responsibility for the 

integration and for knowledge transfer 

within the Group after its takeover.

08   TRENDS

“Alongside fineblank-
ing and forming, 
punching is now  
the third technology  
in our portfolio.” 
Knut Zimmer, 

CEO of the Feintool Group
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lifespan needs to be increased – which means 

components need to be up to the challenge. 

Alternatively, you accept the reduced lifes-

pan and the vehicles have to be changed 

more frequently. Ultimately, mobility is a 

valuable commodity and prosperity is grow-

ing continuously, so I’m not worried about 

growth. The task for our colleagues is to seek 

further applications.

In self-driving cars, for example? 

Zimmer: Yes, why not? The trend towards 

self-driving cars requires automated drive-

trains. There’s a huge amount of potential for 

Feintool there too, although the automotive 

industry still has quite a way to go before  

the first entirely self-driven series car is 

launched. 

And how far away is Feintool from the auton-

omous fineblanking press? 

Zimmer: We’re certainly some way from the 

autonomous press, but we already have the 

fully networked fineblanking press. We have 

been following the trend towards production 

automation and more monitoring of pro- 

cesses for some years and are equipping our 

presses with corresponding tools and access 

points – in order to monitor them and to be 

able to automate production further. We pre-

sented our latest version of a modern fine- 

blanking press with what we are calling the 

FB one. With this hydraulic press, which has 

been developed entirely from scratch, we are 

showing the changes that will make it attrac-

tive and make fineblanking more competi-

tive over the coming years: The FB one is 

more compact, uses energy and resources 

more efficiently, offers more straightforward 

accessibility and does not require a dug-out 

foundation. Thus it fits flexibly into produc-

tion workshops. 

Do we need these sorts of new developments 

in order to survive in the face of new pro- 

cesses like 3D printing? 

Indlekofer: You can’t compare Feintool’s 

technology and 3D printing. At the moment, 

3D printing is not economically competitive 

at all. It makes sense to use it for prototypes, 

special tools, or complicated custom parts 

like those for turbines; but not for parts pro-

duction in high quantities. Fineblanking 

simply can’t be beaten here. 3D printing has 

other advantages.

Zimmer: We repeatedly use 3D printers our-

selves in the prototype phase in order to be 

able to see a component quickly, but with 

the sort of dynamically stressed compo-

nents that we now have in the drivetrain, I 

can’t see any competition for fineblanking 

and forming. 

What have you got planned for 2019? 

Zimmer: We’re going to work intensively on 

punching and laser-cutting. If we offer a new 

technology, then we want to understand the 

process, the starting material and the end 

product, and be a leader in terms of technol-

ogy. That’s something we’re very consistent 

about. We will support the growth in Europe 

and roll it out across North America and Asia 

in future too. These are enough challenges, 

if at the same time we are developing fine- 

blanking and forming and tapping into new 

applications for these.

Indlekofer: This basic direction is 100 per-

cent right. The important thing is that ev-

erything is implemented well and that it 

convinces the customer. Feintool is more 

than well-placed for this, not least because 

our employees worldwide have the right 

mindset.  <

The Person

NORBERT INDLEKOFER  

was CEO of automotive supplier Schaeffler 

AG until 2016. A mechanical engineer by 

trade, alongside his international manage-

ment experience he also has a high level of 

expertise in gear box and chassis construc-

tion. In April 2018 he was elected to the 

Board of Directors at the Feintool General 

Meeting. 
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“The growth driver is Asia, so Feintool  
is investing strongly in China in order  
to participate in this growth.” 
Norbert Indlekofer, Member of the Board of Directors of the Feintool Group
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Feintool has taken the technology of 

fineblanking to another level again.  

The FB one permits even more eco-

nomical manufacturing of high-precision  

components with flexible production  

and entirely new possibilities for tool 

making. So what makes it the world’s 

best hydraulic fineblanking press?
Text: Marcel Berndt

The puzzle that Head of Development Presses & Systems Andreas 

Walther and his team had to put together could hardly have been 

more difficult. There was huge variation in the requirements of 

the automotive industry they were trying to accommodate: cost 

pressure, increasing energy and resource efficiency, ever more 

complex components, more flexible production, and interconnec-

tivity among machines. For all these trends, they sought answers 

and developed ideas accordingly. “We had to keep taking the 

puzzle apart and putting it back together again, getting rid of piec-

es and adding new ones,” recalls Walther. After four years, these 

pieces had been assembled to form a perfect overall picture – 

 FB one, the world’s best hydraulic fineblanking press.

It needs almost 50 percent less oil than previous hydraulic 

presses, consumes up to a third less energy, offers higher num-

bers of strokes, saves space, can be integrated flexibly into pro-

duction, and is easier to operate. Ultimately the FB one offers 

improvements in all dimensions. Markus Schaltegger, Head of 

the Fineblanking Technology segment, is proud of this result: 

“The FB one shows that we listen carefully to our customers and 

are able to turn their requirements into innovations. Thus, fine-

blanking, already a high-precision, economical option, becomes 

even more attractive.”

Employees from virtually all areas of Feintool have been in-

volved in the development of the FB one: Key Account Managers 

who are in close contact with customers, tool-designers who 

have to cater to growing market demands with ever more 

10   TRENDS

NEW HORIZONS

“All our expertise,  
experience, and every  
bit of our ingenuity  
flowed into the press.”
Markus Schaltegger,  

Head of Fineblanking Technology

>
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A vision becomes reality. With the FB one, Feintool is once again pushing the boundaries of fineblanking.
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complex tools, and machine operators who are familiar with the 

day-to-day challenges of dealing with presses. Among other 

things, their ideas and suggestions fed into four patents that 

were registered by Feintool during the course of development. 

“All our expertise, experience, and every bit of our ingenuity 

flowed into the press,” says Schaltegger. 

HYDRAULIC AT HEART

For this project, Walther and his team also had to think outside 

the box – for example in the area of mobile hydraulics. After all, 

they were well aware that quite a bit has been achieved recent-

ly in terms of energy and resource efficiency in this area. “Over 

the past few years, construction and agricultural machinery has 

come under a lot of pressure because of carbon emissions,” says 

Walther. “Hence, we looked into this area in our development 

and gained inspiration from it.” The result is evident in the hy-

draulic direct drive of the FB one, which represents the heart of 

the new press. This not only functions with half the amount of 

oil of conventional hydraulic fineblanking presses, but also with 

less frequent oil changes. This is thanks to active gas drainage, 

Mr. Walther, what prompted the development 

of the FB one?

There was no initial spark as such. At Fein-

tool we remain close to the market, monitor-

ing its requirements and technological de-

velopments. We saw that in the area of mo-

bile hydraulics in particular, certain things 

had been achieved recently that have en-

abled a reduction in the carbon emissions of 

construction and agricultural machinery. It 

was this that inspired us to create the hy-

draulic direct drive of the new FB one.

Is the hydraulic direct drive the biggest inno-

vation of the FB one?

It is certainly a key improvement. It enables 

us to use 50 percent less oil and up to 30 

percent less energy, but it’s just one of many 

innovations. The new press also saves space, 

can be used flexibly in production, is consid-

erably easier to operate, and opens up en-

tirely new options in tool making. It’s not 

just one big idea – the FB one is the sum of 

many big and small ideas. 

How did you proceed with the implementation?

We compared all our existing presses, took 

the best bits of each and developed them fur-

ther. We added even more new ideas to this 

and got rid of old ones. After four years – and 

four registered patents – we can now truly 

say that we have developed a hydraulic fine-

blanking press that lends a new dimension 

to fineblanking.

Why did you take so many of the requirements 

of tool making into account in this process?

Because this is in the interests of the cus-

tomer. They require ever more complex 

parts – and naturally they want to produce 

these as efficiently and cost-effectively as 

possible, which is where tool designers and 

their ideas come in. After all, the entire pro-

cess ultimately takes place in the tool; the 

press simply forms the frame. It was there-

fore particularly important to us with the FB 

one that we gave the tool making side plen-

ty of scope.

“THE SUM OF MANY BIG AND SMALL IDEAS”
From the idea to construction number one, it was a long road to completion of the FB one. Feintool’s Head of Development 

for Presses & Systems, Andreas Walther, maps it out for us in an interview.

HORIZONS 2018
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required because the hydraulic oil is constantly in motion, 

meaning air bubbles develop that have to be released. Usually 

this requires a sufficient quantity of oil to rest in the tank and 

regenerate, but the FB one puts an end to all that: “We don’t wait 

for the air to filter out naturally,” says Walther. His team applied 

a system that releases the air bubbles by putting the oil under 

pressure, so the press can function with a smaller tank and sig-

nificantly less oil. Another plus: Thanks to the reduced propor-

tion of air in the oil, it takes longer to age and therefore doesn’t 

need to be changed as frequently.

All this saves not only resources, but also energy. “The pump 

feeds only as much oil into the piston as the process requires,” 

says Walther. “Thus, it uses no more energy than is needed.” Not 

least, the developers kept the hydraulic oil columns as small as 

possible, which leads to greater rigidity and a faster reaction 

time in the main plunger. In their quest to achieve energy sav-

ings, Walther and his team also looked at other areas. One ex-

ample is the waste separator, which intersects the strip skeleton 

at certain distances. “And it isn’t always at those points where 

the strip skeleton is particularly thin,” explains Walther.

EFFICIENCY ON ALL LEVELS

Schaltegger is convinced that the cost savings and environmen-

tal friendliness are key advantages of the FB one: “Among our 

customers in the automotive industry in particular, there is a 

great deal of cost pressure spanning the entire supply chain 

from OEM through to parts suppliers.” With its high level of 

cost-effectiveness, the FB one represents an important lever 

when it comes to producing components precisely and efficient-

ly in high quantities.

Alongside the automobile production process, the vehicles 

themselves are also becoming ever more efficient in their use of 

energy and resources. With the aim being a reduction in carbon 

emissions, the industry has been seeing a trend towards light-

weight construction for some years now. The components are 

thus becoming smaller, more lightweight, and at the same time 

more stable. However, this also means they are more complex 

to produce. Here, there is a need for inventive tool designers, 

who integrate more and more post-processing steps such as de-

burring and forming into the tool itself. Hence, in spite of in-

creasing complexity, the cost of production is kept comparative-

ly low.

“In order to ensure users and tool designers can think freely and 

face minimal limitations in their ideas, the FB one offers more 

possibilities to extract parts and scraps from the tool,” explains 

Walther. In conventional hydraulic presses, this is possible only 

at the front or the back, but with the FB one, the components can 

also be removed on the left or right. “This opens up far more 

possibilities in tool making,” says Walther. He and his team 

worked on this in other areas too, hence they increased the in-

stallation space of the tool. In the FB one, the installation space 

adjustment is no longer in the lower section, but is now in the 

upper part, which makes the tool opening bigger, improves the 

accessibility of the installation space, and means higher and 

more rigid tools can be used.

The tool designers thus also achieved greater rigidity in the 

press mechanism and increased the effective area of the hydrau-

lics. Overall, the press is also considerably more robust: It scores 

points for its reduced spring-back in the direction of the punch, 

as well as a massive increase in the permissible eccentric load 

of the tool in the Y direction. Solid pillars with tension rods re-

place welded press stands made of steel, which are susceptible 

to tearing. The prestressed tension rods absorb the forces acting 

in the Z direction, whereby the elastic spring-back is also mini-

mized. All this helps to ensure a longer lifespan for both the 

press and the tool. “This way, stainless and high-tensile steels 

can be processed with a lower sudden impact and a higher num-

ber of strokes to significantly increase quality,” says Walther.

THE BUILDING BLOCK PRINCIPLE AS A BASIS

Production is not only becoming more complex, but also more 

flexible. “The automotive industry is continually expanding its 

range of models in order to best serve customers,” says Schalteg-

ger. According to estimates by the US investment bank Merrill 

Lynch, between 2018 and 2021, 21 percent of annual US car 

production will be devoted to newly launched models. Between 

1998 and 2017 this figure was just 16 percent. So what does this 

mean? “A high level of adaptability is called for more than 

The tool installation space offers plenty of room and good accessibility..

Simple operation. Many of the functions can be controlled via touchscreen.
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14   TRENDS

1.   

Energy and environment

• Up to 50 percent less oil

•  Oil ages more slowly and doesn’t 

need to be changed as frequently

•  Up to 30 percent less energy  

consumption

•  Energy-saving waste separation – 

optimally adjusted to the strip skel-

eton

2.    

Ergonomics and connectivity

•  An open system in every regard

•  Compatible with Industry 4.0

• Intuitive controls

•  FEINmonitoring keeps a constant 

eye on the state of the press

•  Audit trail means all process  

settings are traceable

•   Compatible with existing tools

•  Optimum accessibility

•  Simplified coil threading

3.   

Performance

•  Higher number of strokes

•  Greater repetition precision

• Improved reliability

•  Greater rigidity of press mechanism

•  Bigger effective area of hydraulics

•  More robust design

•  Longer lifespans of tools and   

 presses

4.   

Flexibility

•  Modular structure creates  

 adaptability

•  Press concept on two levels  

 saves space

•  Dug-out foundation no longer  

 required

•  Greater possibilities in  

 production design

•  Compatible with existing tools

Connect four  
The advantages of the FB one at a glance
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ever in production,” says Schaltegger. The FB one caters to this 

requirement with its modular structure. “The building block 

principle permits a very simple arrangement and combination 

of machine components,” says Walther. This relieves and re- 

duces production plant planning, permits flexible configura-

tion, and improves the accessibility of the plant. On top of this, 

the building block principle also boasts a particular economic 

advantage: The FB one can be expanded step by step, which 

permits staggered investment.

Another plus is its compact construction thanks to the service 

platform above the machine. It is here that we find the hydraulic 

aggregate, which conventionally stands alongside the press. 

This new position frees up space and opens up more possibili-

ties in the design of the production layout. “Less precious space 

is required but capacity is greater,” Schaltegger concludes. If the 

production layout is changed in the short term, the FB one can 

be repositioned without any great effort, and it doesn’t need a 

dug-out foundation, which saves time and costs. Instead, a 

small plinth helps the machine operators to reach the right 

height.

SIMPLE OPERATION, RAPID PRODUCTION

First and foremost, the FB one’s service platform makes life con-

siderably easier for machine operators. It ensures optimal ac-

cessibility – including to the motors and the valves, the hydrau-

lic pump, the hydraulic tank, and the sensors. The coil handling 

has also become considerably easier thanks to the electrically 

adjustable band guidance and the movable feed on the side. 

“Normally the strip can only be moved forward and backwards 

as well as up and down,” Walther explains. “Machine operators 

therefore often need aids to help them to get the strip to the 

tool.” With the FB one, the strip threading is supported by con-

trols, so that it can be moved in all different directions. Walther 

explains the major advantage here: “This minimizes the set-up 

time for production preparation as well as manual interventions 

by the press operator, which can be risky.”

Not least, Feintool has redeveloped and simplified the entire 

control system: “With touch displays and new visualization – 

like the ones we’re familiar with from smartphones,” says Wal-

ther. This way, all tool parameters can conveniently be adjusted, 

monitored and readjusted according to their condition. Machine 

operators can also log specific helpful texts for fault warnings, 

so that they are always able to react quickly and purposefully. 

This opens up possibilities, most significantly, in data evalua-

tion and in communication with other machines, topics that are 

becoming ever more important in this age of the Internet of 

Things – ultimately, the interconnectivity of production is grow-

ing continually.

READY FOR INDUSTRY 4.0

“The FB one is an open system in every regard,” Walther ex-

plains. It can be fully integrated into the digital production con-

trol system and process settings are completely traceable thanks 

to an audit trail. “This is important for the fulfillment of custom-

er requirements in terms of quality management,” Walther ex-
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The Person

ANDREAS WALTHER, 60,  

HEAD OF PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT, 

PRESSES AND SYSTEMS

As a mechanical and electrical engineer, 

 Andreas Walther worked as a Development 

Project Manager at Feintool in Lyss between 

2004 and 2016. Since 2017, he has been 

Head of Product Development for Presses  

and Systems and thus responsible for further 

development and redevelopment of the 

fineblanking presses and the development of 

construction groups for material and parts 

infeed and waste outfeed. Aside from a brief 

spell in the milling machine industry, he has 

spent 30 years working as a development 

engineer in punching and forming technology 

and has gathered plenty of experience in  

the Asian sphere (Japan, China, Korea).

plains. Furthermore, sensors continually show the condition of 

the press as well as all conceivable operating data. “This FEIN-

monitoring permits predictive maintenance and prompt action 

and reaction, as well as an increase in the OEE,” says Walther. 

The run times of the press increase, representing a further ele-

ment of its cost-effectiveness. After all, this was the ultimate aim 

of all the pieces of the puzzle that Feintool has been assembling 

over four years: more efficient, cost-effective and reliable pro-

duction.  < 
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Around 70 years ago the continuously variable transmission (CVT), an automatic 

transmission for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, was developed.  

At its core is a pushbelt composed of hundreds of individual fineblanked  

elements and one or two loop packages. Excellent efficiency and power density  

ensure, that the technology has a place in the mobility of the future.
Text: Christian Raschke

16   TEAM

On eight XFT2500 speed presses in Tilburg, Bosch manufactures several million fineblanking parts per year.
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How a Pushbelt  

CVT works

Modern CVTs have an electronically 

controlled and oil-pressure supported 

variator. It consists of a primary and 

secondary disc set and a metal pushbelt. 

The engine power is transmitted via 

pushbelt from the primary to the second-

ary disc set. Changing the distance 

between the conically shaped discs also 

changes the diameter and hence the 

gear ratio. 

The DAF 600 was ahead of its time, at least 

where its drive technology was concerned. The 

compact car, which came to market in the late 

1960s, was the first automobile with a continu-

ously variable transmission. But another half a 

century would pass before the technology 

caught on fully. Today, continuously variable 

transmissions, also known as CVTs, are the first 

choice in many compact cars. The drive technol-

ogy is especially popular in Asia. The CVT prin-

ciple makes vehicles run smoothly and more 

efficiently resulting in lower emissions. 

Another milestone in automotive history is even 

older. The Flocken machine shop in Coburg, 

Germany, built the Flocken Elektrowagen in 

1888. The four-wheeled electric carriage is ac-

tually considered the world’s first electrically 

driven vehicle. But the history of the automobile 

took a different turn. The Benz Patent Motor Car 

appeared that same year, leading the victory 

march of the combustion engine. 

ELECTRIC DRIVE MEETS CVT

130 years later, Bosch Transmission Technology 

in the Dutch city of Tilburg is now working to 

combine both technologies – continuously vari-

able transmissions and electric/hybrid drives. 

For (H)EV powertrains, a pushbelt CVT system 

is recommended. This system is ideally suited 

for full electric powertrains because these pow-

ertrains only have one gear, as the driving force 

is transferred directly onto the wheels. Adding 

such a CVT in an (H)EV powertrain results in 

several advantages including an increased driv-

ing range, smaller battery (cost reduction) and 

improved launch performance. Bosch’s Push-

belt CVTs already provide a solution for current 

hybrid powertrains and for dedicated hybrid 

transmissions in the near future. 

Bosch is a global market leader in metal push 

belts for the CVT. The pushbelt is a very precise 

manufactured and assembled component in 

which approximately 400 identical fineblanked 

parts thinner than 2mm are placed. These ele-

ments are made in the micron range, therefore 

it is essential that the tools and presses must 

perform in an extremely precise manner. Today, 

the company manufactures millions of push-

belts at their plants in Tilburg and in Vietnam. 

That amounts to several billion fineblanked 

parts each year.

The elements in the pushbelt are manufactured 

through a fineblanking process using Feintool 

presses. Bosch purchased their first fineblank-

ing presses in 1980; back then, the presses were 

still from the mechanical GKP series. CNC- 

controlled fineblanking presses followed, some 

of which are still in operation. But since 2011, 

the flagships among the plants at Bosch Trans-

mission have been the servo-mechanical press-

es of the XFT 2500speed series. “The fineblank-

ing press is a key piece of production equipment 

for Bosch,” says Robert van den Heuvel, Manu-

facturing Process Engineer at Bosch Transmis-

sion Technology. “The requirements for preci-

sion, quality and parallelism of parts rule out 

conventional punching and make fineblanking 

absolutely essential,” adds Raymond van 

Overbeek, a maintenance engineer at Bosch 

Transmission. On the other hand, the use of the 

XFT 2500speed in particular enables a produc-

tion level and output that closely approximates 

that of punching. “We take the presses to the 

limit,” says van Overbeek. “Both in terms of 

stroke rate and endurance. They run 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week,” van den Heuvel concludes: 

“It is of great importance to Bosch to have reli-

able production equipment and a quick service 

response. Feintool has been a great partner for 

this.” 

In 2018 Bosch has increased its capacity by 30 

percent, says Franz Jurt, Key Account Manager 

at Feintool. “With more than 30 machines by 

now, Bosch is Feintool’s biggest customer re-

garding mechanical fineblanking presses.” 

Additionally, Feintool provides support not only 

as a supplier of presses, but also as a develop-

ment partner that contributes its own innova-

tions. Since 2017, for example, Bosch Transmis-

sion Technology has used Feinspray, an oiling 

solution specially developed for fineblanking. 

Every modification to the process is tested on a 

separate “development press” in Tilburg before 

being rolled out in three producing factories. 

The latest project is a complete overhaul of an 

XFT 2500speed, for which Bosch and Feintool 

have jointly developed special equipment and a 

procedure to expand the drive train of the press. 

Based on an analysis of replaced bearings, the 

team was also able to extend the service inter-

vals of the presses, reducing Bosch’s mainte-

nance costs without compromising on machine 

reliability. “We are a demanding customer and 

continuously asking for improvements,” says 

van Overbeek. “But we are sure that we will 

overcome all the challenges by relying on our 

long and successful partnership with Feintool.” 

In March 2017, the 50 millionth pushbelt rolled 

off the production line. With the prospect of ca-

tering to a great diversity of powertrains, Bosch 

and Feintool are working to reach the next mile-

stone soon.  <
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For a perfect fit, every chain link 

is fineblanked, stamped and 

formed in a single press stroke.
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Located on the Bay of Bengal in southeastern India, Chennai 

is the largest of three centers for the country’s automotive 

industry: Nearly half of the manufacturers and most of the 

suppliers reside in the metropolis (pop. 4.6 million). Many 

of them are located in Ambattur, an industrial district mea-

suring approximately 40 square kilometers in the western 

part of the city. And right in the middle are the factory 

grounds of TIDC, one of India’s most important automotive 

suppliers. Among the products that the company produces 

are fineblanked parts for safety seat belt tongues, seat re-

cliner, gear box and engine parts for various OEMs. They are 

manufactured using high quality Feintool presses and the 

company is adding four more new Feintool HFTfit presses to 

supplement the existing machine park. “We want to further 

expand our customer base and position ourselves increas-

ingly as an internationally active automotive supplier in the 

Indian automotive supplier TIDC has been 

successful in its native country for many 

years; with the support of Feintool, the  

ambitious company now wants to intensify 

efforts to tap into export markets.   

Text: André Schmidt-Carré

GROWING  
ON THE GLOBAL MARKET

He has his sights set on expansion: Venkatachary Srinivasan, Vice President Fineblanking & Tool Engineering at TIDC. 
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risk of workpieces getting damaged is reduced. 

“The automotive industry has high quality stan-

dards, especially for safety-related parts,” says the 

production manager. “Our HFTfit presses ensure 

that we comply with those standards consistently.”

LEARNING FROM FEINTOOL 

The fineblanking specialists at Feintool are also 

helping TIDC position itself in the international 

automotive industry as a partner for manufactur-

ers. “Feintool trains our engineers and helps us 

improve our own skills. In cooperating with them, 

we have learned how to use fineblanking properly 

and generate a competitive edge from it,” says Sri-

nivasan. In the long term, TIDC also wants to man-

ufacture several of the tools it currently purchases; 

the company has been working consistently for 

many years to develop the necessary expertise. As 

a company with decades of experience in tool and 

press making, Feintool sees itself in this context 

not as a competitor, but as an enabler that helps 

the supplier develop. “We want to grow together,” 

says Srinivasan. For the manager, the ability to 

manufacture the tools in the company’s own de-

partments in the future is an important step in the 

company’s internationalization strategy. “The cus-

tomers in the automotive industry want transpar-

ency. They want to see what we can do,” says Sri-

nivasan. “That’s often easier when we understand 

production technologies and have mastered them 

ourselves.”  <

future,” says Venkatachary Srinivasan, Vice Presi-

dent Fineblanking & Tool Engineering at TIDC. 

“The new Feintool presses help us achieve this by 

enabling us to produce parts of the highest quality 

in large quantities.”

BIG DEMAND, BIG GOALS

The recent acquisition of hydraulic fineblanking 

presses represents the next step in a successful 

collaboration for the Indian automaker. TIDC has 

already been manufacturing using Feintool press-

es for more than 20 years. The four new machines 

are part of an expansion strategy by means of 

which the company intends to reach automakers 

outside the Indian market as well. “We are regis-

tering growing demand both at home and abroad,” 

says Pattabiraman Ramachandran, the president 

of TIDC. In addition to domestic manufacturers, 

numerous internationally established car compa-

nies already produce locally for the Indian market 

and obtain parts from TIDC; every third automo-

bile manufactured in India contains parts from 

TIDC, and 40 percent of the safety belts installed 

in the country are equipped with safety belt 

tongues from the company. But TIDC is far from 

satisfied with that. In the future, the manufacturer 

wants to become a market leader for seat recliner 

and safety belt tongues. 

The chances of achieving this ambitious goal are 

good; the company belongs to the Murugappa 

Group, one of the most financially sound corpora-

tions in the country. As if that weren’t enough, 

TIDC also employs numerous highly qualified en-

gineers in production and development. And the 

company manufactures especially affordably by 

international standards, thanks to low local costs. 

In order to ensure high-quality production, how-

ever, TIDC needs a modern machine park. “The 

Feintool presses we procured last year are an im-

portant part of our internationalization strategy,” 

says the TIDC manager. The Feintool machine 

park at TIDC, which has been consistently tailored 

for cost-efficiency, has now been expanded to in-

clude the new machines and a special tool. They 

optimize the production costs and make the com-

pany even more competitive in terms of costs. 

“The presses run very reliably and with a high 

stroke rate. That is incredibly important for us as 

manufacturers of mass products,” says Srinivasan. 

The excellent production quality is every bit as 

important, if not more so. Because Feintool sys-

tems manufacture parts in just a single step, the 
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About TIDC  

The company was founded in 

1960 and quickly grew in India to 

become a market leader in chains 

for industry and automotive 

 applications. TIDC is part of the 

Murugappa Group, one of the 

largest conglomerates in India. 

The supplier introduced fine

blanking back in 1996 and has 

been supplied ever since with 

presses and supported with 

 expertise from Feintool. TIDC now 

produces safetyrelated and  other 

parts on a total of twelve  hydraulic 

fineblanking presses, for example, 

safety belt tongues for safety belts, 

seat adjusters and gearshift levers.

With custom-made tools TIDC produces safety seat belt tongues in just one processing step. P
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Among many automobile manufacturers, it is now 

commonplace for customers to have the opportu-

nity to collect a new vehicle directly from the 

plant – and in doing so they get a look behind the 

scenes to see how their new car was developed. 

Feintool hasn’t yet reached that stage. Although 

preliminary acceptance by the customer takes 

place in Switzerland at the plant in Jona, a new 

fineblanking press is put into operation where it is 

needed, i.e. at the customer’s production site. 

However, this doesn’t mean that Feintool press 

construction in Jona wouldn’t be worth showing to 

visitors – quite the contrary! Thanks to compre-

hensive renovation and modernization measures, 

the Jona-Rapperswil-Lake Zurich region now 

boasts a thoroughly impressive production site. 

“Thanks to the upgrade, we are now in a position 

to deliver presses on two production lines in two-

week cycles,” explains Urs Eggenberger, Head of 

Press Construction in Jona. “The advantage for the 

customer is the reliable processing time in press 

construction, and delivery time can be adjusted 

depending on customer specifications.” 

Through its takeover of Schmid in 1999, Feintool 

gained expertise in hydraulic press construction, 

but there was a need to build and expand knowl-

edge in other areas too: With the market launch of 

the XFT press in 2010, Feintool in Jona began 

making servomechanical presses, with an average 

of between 14 and 16 produced each year. The go-

ahead for the development of the new FB one hy-

draulic press in 2015 represented another chal-

lenge and stimulus for the expertise of Eggenberg-

er’s 60-person team. 

Undoubtedly employees are one of the most im-

portant factors when it comes to the development 

or redevelopment of press production. “Here we 

bring all the disciplines together under one roof,” 

says Eggenberger: from mechanical engineers, to 

automation technicians, electricians, software de-

velopers and CAD experts. “Our team is made up 

of specialists who don’t simply work stubbornly 

according to the script, but rather seek solutions 

and bring about improvements themselves,” says 

Eggenberger in praise of his team. Their compe-

tence and good training, he believes, is one of the 

most important arguments in favor of the site in 

Switzerland. What this means for customers is that 

they can expect the utmost quality and, despite 

standardization, ample scope for individual cus-

tomer expectations. At first glance, every XFT 

1500speed and 2500speed or, in future, every 

Fineblanking technology is in demand worldwide – thanks to ongoing innovation 

by Feintool. In order to cater to the demand for modern presses, Feintool has 

modernized press construction in Jona. At the new Press Competence Center, 

a fineblanking press can be produced in just 14 weeks – from the series, yet 

individually tailored to each customer.

Text: Christian Raschke 

TAILOR-MADE OFF 

THE RACK

“Thanks to the 
renovation, we 
are now able to 
manufacture and 
deliver up to 48 
fineblanking 
presses a year.”
Urs Eggenberger,  

Head of Press Construction
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FB one may look the same, but no two presses 

among those loaded up monthly for delivery to 

customers are identical. This is thanks to a manu-

facturing process that combines elements from 

series production with other custom-made mod-

ules within a timeframe of around 14 weeks. “After 

an order is received, we start with the configura-

tion of the press and with the design and program-

ming of special models,” says Eggenberger. After-

wards, each system is developed on one of the two 

production lines, each of which is subdivided into 

four phases. 

It all starts with a bare press frame, the basis for 

the system. The first phase involves the mechani-

cal development and the integration of the 

pre-mounted ram and upper section of the press, 

then in the next phase the hydraulic components 

are fitted, along with the pipework that goes with 

them. In the third phase, specialists wire up all the 

electrical components like sensors, feeds, motors 

and control panel. Feintool reckons on a good two 

weeks construction time for each phase. Marrying 

the press frame with the enclosure, the hydraulic 

aggregate and the switchboard takes place in 

phase four, which is also where the press is set in-

to operation and subjected to comprehensive tests 

with a tool simulator before the customer gives 

their preliminary acceptance of the press. 

The two products XFT and FB one are each manu-

factured on one of the production lines. “The con-

cept and philosophy of both assembly lines are the 

same,” says Eggenberger, although he stresses that 

despite standardization, there is plenty of scope 

for individual customer requirements. The 

press-building expert sees a great deal of future 

potential in the area of electronics, most signifi-

cantly in flexible control systems and in the mod-

ern interplay with hydraulics. “We will be able to 

calculate driver profiles, for example, which drive 

the machines, meaning the fineblanking process 

becomes faster and more efficient.” In reaction to 

the growing demands in the area of electronics, 

Feintool has expanded its software team in Jona, 

for example, and provided further training to exist-

ing employees. This way, the site stays up to date 

both structurally and in staffing terms, or as Eggen-

berger puts it: “We pursue all the disciplines under 

one roof, boast a great deal of experience in press 

construction, retain our knowledge in-house, offer 

high quality, and remain fast and flexible.” Any 

customers can see this for themselves – provided 

they order a new press from Feintool.  <

Bundled  
competence  

The Feintool Press Competence 

Center in Jona 

Employees: 

60

Specializations:  

Automation, metal construction, 

mechanical engineering, elec-

tronics, software development, 

CAD expertise

Potential/maximum possible 

throughput:   

48 presses per year /  

23 presses in 2018

Capital expenditures  

on renovation:   

2.4 million euros

Step by step: In the hands of 

experienced assemblers, 

field-proven presses are 

produced in four production 

phases ready for delivery 

to the customer.
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FRIDAY, 10 A.M.

The second shift has just begun at the fac- 

tory hall of a Feintool customer in Saxony. 

The three fineblanking presses belonging to 

this automotive supplier, which provides 

parts to some of the major OEMs, are run-

ning at full steam – and they need to be if 

the company is to meet delivery obligations 

to major customers and cater to their high 

demands. Yet all of a sudden a problem 

arises: The fineblanking press for punching 

gear box components is showing signs of 

instability. One fault warning after another 

appears on the screen and the system is 

producing below the set value. The foreman 

immediately stops what he is doing and, 

with the help of his team, attempts to rec- 

tify the pressure drops in the press – but in 

vain. 

His concern shifts to a sense of alarm when 

the output of the press continues to decline 

through to midday and further attempts to 

set it right are unsuccessful. He is worried 

that the faulty press could jeopardize week-

end production, so now he needs help – 

quickly and fuss-free. The foreman calls 

Feintool’s service hotline in Lyss and ex-

plains the problem to the technician. Fein-

tool’s expert attempts to identify the weak-

nesses by asking a series of questions, and 

after a while a defective valve and a warped 

seal joint are identified as the causes of the 

malfunction. 

The case described is a fictional one, but the 

example shows how press operators can rely 

on Feintool’s service – and how quickly Fein-

tool is able to provide “first aid” thanks to 

the new logistics center in Stockstadt.

FRIDAY, 1 P.M.

The remote diagnosis at least offers the fore-

man clarity, but is not enough to resolve the 

issue, since the press has not been repaired 

and so weekend production is still in jeop-

ardy. He is worried that the tightly sched-

uled supply chain in automobile production 

means complete outage of the press could 

lead to a line stoppage at the OEM – a worst-

case scenario, which would lead to high re-

course claims and unforeseeable conse-

quences for customer relations. Hence, the 

foreman is interested in one thing only: 

How quickly can Feintool deliver the re-

placement part? And at what price? He 

seems to remember that in a similar case a 

few years ago, Feintool had to commission a 

sub-supplier that was not able to deliver the 

replacement part until the Monday. Fortu-

nately, the Feintool expert on the hotline is 

able to put his mind at rest – and thus even 

to exceed his expectations. Within ten min-

utes, the customer has not only got the mes-

sage that the necessary spare parts are in 

stock at Feintool’s central warehouse in 

Stockstadt and can be dispatched shortly, 

but has also received an immediate and de-

tailed quote. Among other things, this in-
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FAST,  

FASTER,  

FEINTOOL
An ordering service that’s easier to access, spare parts that can be  

delivered faster, and maximum cost transparency – all thanks to the new 

Feintool logistics center in the Hessian town of Stockstadt near Frankfurt 

Airport. Customers are reaping the benefits of the improved service. 

Text: Andreas Hesse   Photos: Michael Neuhaus
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cludes the transport options and times, as 

well as the total cost including the prices of 

transportation and packing. “The full quote 

supplies all the important details at a glance 

and offers the customer maximum transpar-

ency,” says Fabrice Seite, Head of Global 

Service at Feintool. 

FRIDAY, 1:30 P.M.

The foreman immediately responds to the 

quote and authorizes the order. He decides 

on collection of the parts from Stockstadt so 

that the press part can be changed before the 

night is over. If he had opted for another pos-

sibility, delivery by a forwarding agent com-

missioned by Feintool would have taken 

place by 9 a.m. the following morning. This 

short dispatch time is assured for Feintool 

customers in all relevant conurbations in 

Europe – i.e. also in northern Italy and Spain, 

two important sales markets for fineblank-

ing technology. 

FRIDAY, 2:30 P.M.

The highly automated goods management 

system in Stockstadt has processed the or-

der. Shortly afterwards, a Feintool ware-

house worker finds the ordered parts in the 

high-rack warehouse and transports these 

on the pump truck to the packing line. The 

package is ready for dispatch at the shipping 

department. In Saxony one of the foreman’s 

colleagues sets off in a company van on Au-

tobahn 4, heading west. 

FRIDAY, 7 P.M.

After four and a half hours on the road, the 

courier arrives at the ramp in Stockstadt, 

stows the package in the vehicle and begins 

his return journey to Saxony. 

FRIDAY, 11 P.M. 

An hour before midnight, the employee ar-

rives at the plant site in eastern Germany. 

The foreman is relieved. He has the spare 

part installed in the press immediately, and 

after two hours his team has finished the job. 

A test is successful: The machine is fired up 

and runs according to plan. 

SATURDAY, 9 A.M. 

Thanks to the rapid delivery, the fineblank-

ing press is ready for use again even before 

the early shift begins on Saturday – and thus 

four days earlier than would have been the 

case in the days of localized Feintool logis-

tics. For the Feintool customer in eastern 

Germany, this is a crucial factor and a com-

petitive advantage in the hard-fought suppli-

er market: It was able to limit the production 

outage and avoid any line stoppages at the 

OEM. “For customers, the bundling of our 

logistics competence means substantially 

shorter delivery times, considerably extend-

ed availability of presses and, most signifi-

cantly, confidence that Feintool can help 

them out quickly, even in an emergency,” 

says Seite, summarizing the benefits of the 

new logistics center in Stockstadt.  <
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Strong logistical  
performance

At the central warehouse in Stockstadt near 

Frankfurt am Main, around 6,000 Feintool 

items are housed in an area covering 10,000 

square meters. Thus, around 90 percent of 

the requested spare parts are available 

immediately, regardless of the delivery times 

of the supplier. For an order placed in Ger-

many before 4 p.m., the spare part can be 

dispatched the same day and delivered to 

the customer the following day. For express 

orders, the part can be with the customer  

by 7 a.m. on the next working day. Deliveries 

within Europe can also be made by between 

10 a.m. and noon the next working day.  

For the US, the delivery time is 48 hours, 

while for Asia and South America, orders can 

be supplied within 72 hours. Alternatively, 

Feintool customers can organize the collec-

tion and transportation of the spare parts 

themselves.
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A bit of heat is always good – and it’s with this in mind that Feintool has joined 

forces with ETH Zurich to conduct research into the temperature-dependent forming 

behavior of various materials. The aim of the “thermo-fineblanking” project?  

Better processing of materials that were previously not suitable for fineblanking.  
Text: Christian Raschke 

Christian Maurer and his team are well-versed when it comes to 

research into new technologies. Feintool’s Head of Technology 

Development and his colleagues repeatedly face the challenge 

of examining different materials, but in doing so, they never 

lose sight of the market: Fineblanking is considered the optimal 

technology for the economical production of a broad range of 

components for cars, primarily those made of steel. “The pro-

cess requires materials with high ductility and good flow prop-

erties,” explains Maurer. Right now there is a growing demand 

in global automotive production for more lightweight and more 

efficient vehicles, hence the manufacturing is changing. 

“Thanks to their low weight with no loss of strength, compo-

nents made of high-tensile steel are increasingly representing 

an economically viable option,” says Maurer. Nevertheless, pro-

cessing these makes it necessary to further develop existing 

procedures like fineblanking. 

This is precisely the objective of a development project man-

aged by Maurer, on which Feintool is collaborating with ETH 

Zurich, and which is supported by the Swiss Commission for 

Technology and Innovation (CTI). “Our aim is not to fundamen-

tally change fineblanking, but rather to influence the materials 

so that they are suitable for fineblanking,” says Maurer. One way 

to do this is with heat. With the targeted exploitation of tem-

perature effects, so the idea goes, even high-strength steel ma-

terials and titanium alloys can be processed economically by 

means of fineblanking. 

The fact that increased temperature has a positive effect on the 

formability of higher-strength materials is already known from 

a number of forming processes. Rather, the question Maurer and 

his team are asking themselves is: How hot does which materi-

al have to be for which process? “And also, how much heat can 

it take?” says Maurer. After all, when it comes to fineblanking 

technologies, both the strength of the material to be cut as well 

as the type of material and/or its microstructure represent a 

technological limitation. “The aim of the development is to uti-

lize thermal influences affecting the forming and fracture be-

AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE

havior of the material to shift the processing boundaries and tap 

into new areas of application.” As part of the project, Feintool is 

currently developing and testing both the technological founda-

tions for optimal process interpretation and initial pilot tools. 

After all, the planned process is also particularly challenging in 

relation to the plant and processing technology, hence, for ex-

ample, the tribological system for the increased temperature 

range has to be reestablished and optimized. “Most of the lubri-

cants used in fineblanking are mineral-oil-based and therefore 

can be used only at temperatures up to approx. 200 degrees 

Celsius,” explains Maurer. Feintool is therefore also testing a 

high-temperature lubricant from a partner company as part of 

the project. Another variable is the clearance. “Greater clearan- 

ces tend to have a positive effect on tool wear and tear, but it’s 

well known that they reduce fineblanked surface quality,” Maur-

er continues. Here too, the team is aiming to find the ideal com-

bination of material, temperature and clearance. In order to 

investigate the various areas of application and different tem-

perature effects optimally, the experts have subdivided the proj-

ect into three segments: 

 

NON-ALLOY AND ALLOYED CARBON STEELS

The challenge: Given the high demands placed on the fine- 

blanked surfaces of the fineblanked component, these days 

steels with special structural properties are often required. A 

carbide spheroidization level of more than 90% is often neces-

sary. This can only be achieved with expensive thermal and 

mechanical processes (annealing and cold rolling). It’s possible 

that with thermo-fineblanking, fineblanked surfaces can be 

realized in equal or similar quality using materials that are less 

labor-intensive to produce and have lower carbide spheroidiza-

tion levels. 

Initial results: Temperatures of around 300 degrees Celsius 

result in both a fundamental improvement in the fineblanked 

surface quality and a reduction of up to 10 percent of the die-

roll. In addition, the cutting force, and thus the load applied on 
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the tools, could be reduced by around one third. Even with very 

large clearance of 0.05 millimeters, higher temperatures made 

it possible to achieve satisfactory fineblanked surface quality.

 

STAINLESS STEELS

The challenge: When it comes to fineblanking of austenitic, 

stainless steel, particularly in the widespread quality of AISI 

304, better known as V2A, so-called forming-induced marten-

site may be generated in sheet thicknesses of 4 millimeters or 

more. “The result is a sudden impact,” explains Maurer, “which 

then has a very negative influence on the tool operating life and 

the fineblanked surface quality of the part.” 

Initial results: Even with temperatures from 120 degrees Cel-

sius, the effect of the martensite formation and subsequent sud-

den impact can be significantly reduced or prevented entirely.  

TITANIUM  

The challenge: Fineblanking products and components are 

used primarily in the automotive industry, but fineblanking can 

also be used for applications in the medical sphere. Neverthe-

less, there are specific challenges here. “For medical products, 

titanium is often processed, but this exhibits very poor fine- 

blanking properties at room temperature,” says Maurer. This 

means the clean-cut portion is often too low and the parts have 

to be machined subsequently, which can be economically dis-

advantageous. 

Initial results:  Pre-trials have shown that the temperature for 

thermo-fineblanking of titanium must lie significantly above 

300 degrees in order for the clean-cut portion to be improved. 

HEATING UP

After the promising results with the trial geometry, Maurer and 

his colleagues are now moving on to checking and tryout with 

real geometry, so for the project team things are literally heat-

ing up. They have selected a fineblanked component produced 

from a hardened and tempered steel in quality C55E-QT with 

hardness of around 42 HRC and tensile strength of approxi-

mately 1,300 MPa, “so the material is in a high-strength state,” 

Maurer explains, “and we need very precise control over the 

temperature management to process it.” In other words: If the 

steel is not hot enough, there will be no positive effect when it 

comes to fineblanking and the tool could even be broken as a 

result. If it is too hot, the structure changes and there is a loss 

of hardness. The optimum temperature window in the test is 

somewhere between 450 and 500 degrees Celsius. Maurer is 

optimistic though: “We have already come far enough to be 

able to understand the effects.” Now it’s all about setting out 

the process so that the material in the tool is heated to the 

right temperature for the tools and lubricant to behave opti-

mally during the fineblanking – and for a perfect result to be 

achieved at the end.  <

“Our aim is  
to influence the  
materials so that  
they are suitable  
for fineblanking.”
Christian Maurer,  

Head of Materials Engineering at Feintool
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Fineblanking, coining, deburring, forming and calibrating:  

Modern fineblanking tools permit five processing steps in one press 

stroke. The result is parts ready for assembly, meaning further  

post-processing steps become superfluous – so fineblanking is faster 

and more economical than ever before.

Text: Christian Raschke 

FIVE IN ONE

The test bench is relentless. Again and again the experimental assem-

bly pulls on the shift-fork according to a precisely defined load spec-

trum. The part must endure several hundred thousand load changes 

and emerge unscathed to pass the test and be approved for installa-

tion. “The quality required in this project is something we can only 

achieve through fineblanking,” says Richard Schermaier. He heads 

up the construction department in the product development division 

at Austrian automotive supplier Stiwa. The company’s roots – rather 

like those of Feintool – are in plant construction, but for some years 

now, Stiwa has been developing its expertise in automotive compo-

nents and assemblies. Hence, the Austrians supply a good third of all 

shift-fork components for their customers – and in their latest project 

they’re relying on the competence and support of Feintool. 

Since August, three innovative fineblanking tools have been under-

going checking and tryout in the tool making department in Lyss, 

and it’s with these that Feintool will be producing shift-forks for the 

Stiwa assemblies in future. What’s special here is the high clean-cut 

portion, Schermaier explains. “We have experience with normal 

punching ourselves, but this inevitably results in cracks and tears in 

the fineblanked surface. These often represent a weakness and can 

be a starting point for tears that can lead to the failure of the compo-

nent,” he explains. And there’s another advantage of fineblanking: 

“Alongside the straight cut, the parts also exhibit very good flatness,” 

says Daniel Messner, who is responsible for tool development at 

Feintool. This means Stiwa is able to continue processing on its sys-

tems without any problems. In the fully automated system, the shift-

fork is positioned on a workpiece carrier, transported in laser weld-

ing cells, braced over centering platforms and ultimately welded. 

And it all happens very quickly. “In a matter of a few seconds, a com-

pletely finished assembly leaves the system,” says Schermaier. 

TWO TOOL TYPES COMBINED

Overall, the developed tool concept stands out because of its cost- 

effectiveness. With every press stroke on the hydraulic HFA 8800 

press, two dropping parts ready for assembly are created, fine- 

blanked, deburred, formed and even calibrated. Further stages of 

post-processing – and thus additional costs – are not required. “For 

this to succeed, we basically have two types of tool – a progressive 

die cutter and a transfer tool – combined in one,” explains Messner. 

In the first three steps, the shift-fork within the strip is fineblanked 

and marked before being transported away from the strip for steps 

four and five and then deburred and formed. The advantages of this 
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“We are well equipped, and we 
put a great deal of Feintool 
expertise from previous projects 
into the jointly developed tool 
concept.”
Guido Naumes, Key Account Manager at Feintool

“We have experience with normal 
punching ourselves, but the quality 

required in this project is  
something we can only achieve 

through fineblanking.”
Richard Schermaier,  

Head of the Construction Department at Stiwa

In the strip layout,  

the individual processing 

steps – in and out of strip – 

are clearly visible.

so-called out-of-strip process? First of all, it’s more economical be-

cause it saves material. Forming the fork away from the strip means 

there is no need for the so-called guideless cutting, which would be 

necessary for forming within the strip. Secondly, the tool can work 

multiple times in a dropping motion because two forks can be 

stacked in the strip layout. “The whole thing has the added effect that 

we position the major shaping forces in the center of the tool and the 

blanking tonnage of the first and third steps are dispersed symmet-

rically. Thus, eccentric loads in the tool are avoided,” says Messner. 

This, in turn, has a positive effect on run times and precision. 

OUT OF STRIP MAKES REMOVING EASIER 

Basically, the process could be applied to a huge breadth of fine- 

blanked components, Messner believes. Possible processes that can 

take place out of the strip after transfer include coining operations, 

calibration, the adaptation of previously cut external files, and pre- 

cision-forming. “The only limitation really is the available tool instal-

lation space in the press,” says Messner. Hence, transfer tools ideally 

require larger hydraulic fineblanking presses that also offer addition-

al forces. 

Even the removing of the fineblanked component is clearly simpli-

fied by the out-of-strip process. “It’s obvious really,” says Messner. 

“Because the parts are taken out of the strip even while they are in 

the tool, they are entirely free in the final step and can be ejected 

forward or backwards as preferred.” It’s ideal, therefore, for transfer-

ring them to a correctly positioned transport system and taking them 

directly to the assembly area, for example.  <
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tool, and moreover the producer has to throw away work-

pieces by the bucketload, even if there are only a few that 

are defective. This is crucial when there are so many 

punches – after all, there are usually only four in a ma-

chine. “The combination of sixteen-fold fineblanking and 

the separate removing was a major technological chal-

lenge,” says Michael Däppen, Project Manager for Fine- 

blanking Presses at Feintool in Lyss. 

FINEBLANKING AT NORMAL PUNCHING LEVEL 

Feintool has solved the problem and created a global inno-

vation with its sixteen-fold tool coupled with a special re-

moving system. The principal was an automotive supplier 

In the newly designed fineblanking system, small details 

have a big impact for an automotive supplier: The freshly 

fineblanked chain links slide on a thin film of oil over 16 

tailor-made chutes into an equal number of individual 

nests in the collection hood. Two shakers keep the parts on 

the chute in motion, and the film of oil is just thick enough 

to ensure the parts don’t get lodged or stuck. The advantage 

of this separating removing system? If there are any faulty 

chain links, the technicians on the machines can see im-

mediately which of the tools is defective and change the 

affected punch. Normally these sorts of parts are ejected 

from the machine and land altogether in a large bucket. 

This makes it particularly difficult to identify a defective 

Feintool has designed a system that fineblanks four times more workpieces 

per stroke than a conventional version and also ejects the parts separately. 

This way, customers enjoy faster production and, at the same time, more 

straightforward monitoring of manufacturing quality. 

Text: André Schmidt-Carré
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A WORLD-FIRST 

MADE TO ORDER
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structure took a lot of work to construct,” says Däppen. 

“The tool would have been significantly easier to build as 

a complete element, but in practical use it would have been 

much more laborious to use.” Since the chain links are very 

small and the punches are correspondingly thin and can 

can break easily, the engineers also chose specially coated 

material in order to achieve high run times. 

The system is now running in regular operation after hav-

ing passed a test run with flying colors: It manages 140 

press strokes a minute, and with 16 punches it makes 

2,240 chain links. That represents 134,400 pieces an hour. 

Because the exact quantity and quality of the chain links 

produced are very important to the customer, before accep-

tance the press had to pass the test of producing 500,000 

links. The customer insisted on counting the parts piece by 

piece afterwards – and counted 499,999 parts. This was 

precisely what it should have been though, since the one 

missing piece was still in the machine. “We are able to set 

the machine so that the chain link produced last is held 

before removal,” says Däppen. “The customer was thor-

oughly satisfied and the project was a huge success for us.” 

Moreover, in terms of perspective, the supplier is able to 

improve the quality of its end product: It can adjust its pro-

duction so that in future only links from one punch are 

assembled in pairs, which considerably reduces the pro-

duction tolerances. 

For Feintool, all this does not remain simply a special- 

purpose order, but rather the design forms the basis for a new 

series of removing systems. “That’s the next logical step if we 

are to develop our fineblanking machines further,” says 

Däppen. He and his colleagues are already working on the 

next order, a six-fold removing system. It will thus have 

fewer chutes, but it will still be built to meet the same high 

demand: the optimal fineblanking system for the customer.  <

that previously produced the chain links using normal 

punching. The prerequisite was that it needed to be able to 

produce the chain links in equally high volumes with fine-

blanking as it did previously. Since fineblanking takes lon-

ger per stroke than punching, however, Feintool increased 

the number of punches in the tool accordingly. This meant 

that ultimately the manufacturer can produce just as many 

chain links per hour in its press as it did before. The crucial 

advantage? The post-processing of the workpiece on the cut 

edge, as required with punching, is not necessary with fine-

blanking. Overall, the automotive supplier now boasts 

more rapid production, particularly since the newly de-

signed removing makes a previously necessary stage of the 

work superfluous: The classic ejection from the press chan-

neled not only the workpieces, but also the punched-out 

material scraps into the container. A sorting machine there-

fore had to separate workpieces and scrap – which is no 

longer necessary because only the workpieces make it into 

the removing system. “We worked closely with colleagues 

from Feintool tool making on the project in order to be able 

to tailor the components optimally to one another,” says 

Däppen, who is responsible for presses and removing. 

RAPID RETROFITTING THANKS TO MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

What’s more, Feintool also met further requirements the 

customer had: The supplier wanted to use the tool and re-

moving system on its existing fineblanking press XFT-

1500speed, but also be able to continue using the machine 

with a conventional removing unit. The collection hood is 

therefore designed so that it can be attached and detached 

from the press without too much difficulty. The same goes 

for the tool, which consists of four modules for each four 

punches and which the customer can change easily. The 

modular structure also makes it easy to change individual, 

faulty punches, and the technicians can easily remove the 

corresponding tool module from the press. “The modular 
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The removing module for the sixteen-fold parts separation is detachable so that the press can still be used for other tools.
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Autonomous driving 

Free time instead of 
driving time
Autonomous vehicles will soon be the kings  

of the road. Almost a quarter (23 %) of all 

newly purchased cars and taxis will be 

self-driving by the year 2035.

 The conclusion:

Commuters who use self-driven vehicles will get 

back more than a week of free time over the period 

of a year. So far, as a global average, they drive for 

25 minutes each way, meaning they spend almost 

191 hours, or eight days, behind the wheel each 

year.

Drive 

Electric and combustion engines
The world of automobiles is becoming ever more diverse. 

Electromobility and hybrid drives will not push out the internal 

combustion engine entirely, but rather they will supplement it 

appropriately depending on the scope of use.

Sources:  Statista, BCG

Sources: BCG, Regus

Connectivity

Computing power instead of 
engine power

Sensors and processors will replace engines, gear boxes, etc., as the 

most important part of the profit pool in the vehicle. Even today, 

global net sales in the connected car market amount to more than 

30.7 billion euros (34 billion US dollars). According to forecasts, in 

2022, market volume will have reached almost 44.2 billion euros 

(49.7 billion US dollars).

 The conclusion:

In 2035, a good 40 percent of revenue in the  

automotive industry will come from electrical 

components for data processing, autonomy,  

electromobility and connectivity.

2025

2017 2025

3 %

6 % 14 %

6 %

30 %

6 %

2 %

2030

2030

2055

2055

11 %

23 %

Automotive evolution?

Who will build the cars we’ll be driving in 20 years – the well-known OEMs or Google? 

What will propel them? And will interconnectivity and autonomous control systems soon 

be more important to buyers than horse power and driver comfort? One thing is for sure: 

The industry is on the verge of the greatest changes it has ever seen. We theorize 

about the automotive market of 2035.

Petrol and diesel Hybrid and mild hybrid Plug-in hybrid Electric vehicle
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 The conclusion:

The volumes of drive units (internal combustion engines and 

electric motors) is growing disproportionately to the vehicle 

market. Furthermore, liquid fuels for combustion engines no 

longer need to be produced from crude oil in the long term. 

Synthetic processes whereby liquid energy carriers are pro-

duced using power, water and carbon – so-called “e-fuels” – 

could be used ever more widely from 2030. From 2050 they 

could have almost entirely replaced petrol and diesel. 

Car-sharing 

Using instead of owning
The car is becoming less of a status 

symbol and more a simple means of 

transport. By 2035 almost one in five 

kilometers covered on the roads will be 

driven by users with loaned or shared 

vehicles. 

 The conclusion:

More open spaces will develop in densely populated cities. 

A car-sharing vehicle has the potential to replace between eight and twen-

ty private cars. At the same time, the vehicle market will grow rather 

than decrease, because these vehicles will be subject to greater wear 

and tear and therefore must be replaced more frequently. 

Key industry 

Automotive or 
 IT industry? 

The digital transformation has long since reached the 

area of automobiles. Automobile IT technology is be-

coming a market worth billions. The only question is, 

who is making all those billions?

 The conclusion:

The automotive industry is aware of the change –  

and is planning ahead. It’s not Google or Apple, but 

rather established manufacturers and suppliers that 

have most recently led the development of new trends, 

for example vehicle autonomy.

Sources: Statista, BCG

Source: BCG, Prognos 

Source: BCG, BCS – Bundesverband CarSharing 

Sources: Berg Insight, Statista

Big data 

Braking instead of accelerating 
Black boxes are a standard feature of aircraft. Now, in the US 

and the UK, these little trip recorders are also becoming 

commonplace in cars as so-called telematics solutions. As early as 2020, 

the technology is set to be built into 96 percent of all new European and 

80 percent of all new North American cars.  
 The conclusion:

Insurers use the telematics data to make insurance premi-

ums dependent on driver behavior. Also, in case of accidents, 

the boxes will automatically substitute an emergency call, 

thus reducing the reaction times of the rescue services.  

203020252017

3 %
4 %

9 %

18 %

2035

Proportion of road 

kilometers covered

Telematics in new cars, year of construction 2020, according to region

Number of patent registrations for autonomous 

driving between 2010 and 2017

Europe

North America 

Latin America 

Asia-Pacific 

Middle East and Africa 

OEM

Suppliers

IT corporations 

96 %

2,712

1,397

338

80 %

56 %

49 %

21 %
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Lyss, Switzerland 

Jona, Switzerland 

Cincinnati, OH, USA 

Atsugi, Japan

Shanghai, China 

GLOBAL SERVICE –  
YOUR FEINTOOL CONTACTS WORLDWIDE

Europe

Phone: +41 32 387 51 11

feintool-ftl@feintool.com

USA

Phone: +1 513 791 00 66

feintool-ftu@feintool.com

Japan

Phone: +81 46 247 74 51

feintool-ftj@feintool.com

China

Phone: +86 21 6760 15 18

feintool-ftc@feintool.com

FEINTOOL FINEBLANKING TECHNOLOGY

twitter.com/feintoolblog.feintool.com

linkedin.com/company/feintool-group

feintool.com

WeChat Feintool


